
CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

h1 analyzing the influence of John's social background toward his dilemma in 

seeking for his future the intrinsic approach will be used to explore the elements of the 

novel i.e., plot, characterization,and setting that will help to lead to the right analysis. 

However, they will not be analyzed separately in different sub chapter but will be used 

as a kind of interlaced wiion to answer the statement of the problem. While 

psychological and sociological approach are used to have an objective analysis of 

John's dilemma and the influence of his social backgrowid They will surely be used in 

appropriate and adequate proportion so that the analysis will not bend to another field 

of study. 

A. Intrinsic Approach 

Wellek and Warren in Theory of English Literature say that a study of 

literary work should have been based on the interpretation and analysis of the 

literary work itself. The first and the most prominent concentration on this study 

should be directed toward the work itself( Rene Wellek and Austin Warren: 157) 

Applying the intrinsic approach means that a process of analysing and 

interpretating a literary work should be based on the internal elements of the work 

itself. In this context the elements that will be explored during the analysis of John's 

socially-influenced dilemma are plot.setting ,and characterization. 
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A.1 Plot 

Fictional people or characters are derived :from life, as are the things 

they do. These actions or incidents, occur in sequence, or in chronological 

order. Once we have established the narrative or sequential order, however, 

there's still more to be considered This is plot, or the plan of development of 

the actions. 

A plot is a plan or groundwork of human motivations, with the actions 

resulting from believable and realistic human responses. In a well-plotted 

work, nothing is irrelevant; everything is related. The British novelist E.M. 

Forster, in Aspects of The Novel, presents a memorable illustration of plol 

As a bare minimwn narration of actions in contrast to a story with a plot, he 

uses the following : "The ldng died,and then the queen died." This sentence 

describes a sequence, a chronological order, but it is no more. To have a plot, 

a sequence must be integrated with human motivation. Thus the following 

sentence contains a plot : "The king died, and then the queen died of a 

grief" There is hwnan motivation in the second sentence that is shown by the 

word 'of grief'.' The queen died because of the death of the King that 

tenninate her desire to live. Stories and plays talce place in time or 

chronological order. Time is important not because one thing happens 'after' 

another, but because one thing happens 'because' of another. It is response, 

interaction, causation, and conflict that make a plot out of a simple series of 

actions. (Roberts : 98} 
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The most significant elt"ment. tJ1e essence, of plot is contlict. In 

conflict, hwnan responses nre brought out to tJ1eir highest degree. In its most 

elemental form, a conflict is ll1e opposition of two people. n1ey may fight, 

arguei, enJist help againls each other, aud othe1wise cany on their oppositioJL 

Conflict may also exist between Jw·ger groups, aJU1ough in imaginative 

literature, conflict b~tweeu individuals are more identifiable and therefore 

more interesting. Conflict may also exist between an individual and larger 

forces, such as natural objects, ideas, modes of behaviow-, public opinion, 

and the like. The existence of difficult 'choices' that a character must make 

may also be J>resented ns a conflict, or dilemma. 

Thus, Utrougb comprehension of the plot of the novel will help to 

analyze how does Jolm's dilemma happen, what choices he should overcome, 

nnd the circw11stances, forces, and influences SWTound him that eventually 

raise the conflicting situation. 

A.2 Choracterizotion 

A character is preswnably an imagined person who inhabits a story • 

although that simple definiion may admit to few exceptions, such as in 

Richard Adam's "Watership Dov;n" which the mwn characters are rabbits. 

But usuaJly we recognize, iu the main charactel"s of a stol'y, hwnan 

personalities that become fomiliw· lo us. If the 1itory 11et1ms 'true to life•, we 

generally fiud thw its clmract~r act in a a·eationably consiutent manner, and that 

the 8llthor hos provided them with 'motivation'. Sufficient reason to behave as 
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they do. Shoulu a dml"acter bl~lmw in a sudden and wiexpected way, seeming 

to deny wbct we have been told about bis nature or personality, we trust that 

be had a r"uson and that sooner or later we wiJI dh1cover it 

TI!e English novelist E.M. Forster introduces useful tenns to classify 

characters. 'Il1ey may seem Oat 01· round, depending on whether a writer 

sketches oJ· sculptures them. A :llat character hosonly one outstw1ding trait or 

feotlU'e, or nt molit u fow distinguishing marks. Whilo roWld character presents 

us with more faceis • that hi, U1eir author J>orh·nys them in greater depht and in 

more generous detail. Such a round character may appear to us only as he 

appears to the other chw·acters in U1e story. If their views ofhim differ, we 

will see him from more than one side. In otJ1er stories, we enter charncter's 

mind w.ad co:. . lo Jmow him tlu·ough his own thought, feelings, and 

perctptions. Flat chal"ncters tend to stay the same throughout n story, but row1d 

chnrnclers often change - le.am or become enlightened, grow or deteril"ale. 

Some critics call a fixed character static; a changing one, dynamic. 

John Grimes is a row1d-dynmnic chm-acter. n1rough comprehension of 

his character· hopefulJy will help to w1alyze how John could get into a 

dilemma mid bow he finally solve the dilemma. 

A.3 Setting 

By the ul)tting of a story, we mean its time nnd place. But often, in 11n 

effective short ~tory, setting may tig,u-e as more than mere background or 

I •• . . 
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underpining. It can make things happen. It can prompt characters to act, bring 

them to realizations, or cause them to reveal their imnost natures. 

According to William Flint Thrall and Addison Hibbard in their book 

A Handbook to Literature, the elements of setting are ; 

I. The actual geographical location, its topography, scenery, and such 

physical environment / arrangements of a story : the location of the 

windows and doors in a room, a house, a street, a city, a landscape, a 

region. Physical place, by the way, is especially vital to a regional writer, 

such as Baldwin, who usually sets stories ( or other work ) in one 

geographic area Such a writer, often a native of the place, tries to bring it 

alive to readers who live no matter where. As such writers show, a place 

can profowidly affect the character who grew up in it 

2. The occupations and daily manner ofliving of the characters. 

3. TI1e time or period in which the action takes place, e.g., epoch in history, 

season oftl1e year, etc. 

4. The general environment of the characters, e.g., religious, mental, moral, 

social and emotional conditions through which the people in the narrative 

move. 

In analyzing how does John's social backgrowid forces his dilemma to 

happen, the widerstanding of general environment of John , the physical place, 

and also the time or period in which the action takes place will be quite 

helpful. It plays an important part in Jolm's dilemma development 
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B. Psychological App1·0:icl1 

Psycholoiy lu:!1 long been recognized as having certain important values 

to write1-s and cdtic:~ cf Hteratw·e. Although characters in the story are after aJI 

nothing but a fictional individual. it's unavoidable that these characters• behaviour is 

human behaviour who hwi in it certain forces, drives, or needs that are significant 

motivators ofbwnan na:w-e (Ouches: 114) 

In general, the application of psychologicaJ knowledge to art can generate 

three kindu of illumiuation ; First. the new field provides a more precise language 

with which to discmm !lie creative process. While the second application goes back 

to literary biogruphy, to lhe study oflhe liveN of m1thors as a means of understanding 

their art And third. pi.;y<.·hology cw1 beused to explain factious characters ( MWlll: 

so ) 

The pE.')'Chological approach in this study then is applied to clarify the 

situation of the ccmUid \\there the main character is drawn into and what kind of 

consequences he has to de.aJ with. 

A psychologicaJ conflict may:. occw· when the character is encountering 

choices and aJtcrnativ~s, and consequently the character must also encounter and 

deal with d~sirablc or w1desirable result ( Munn : 54 ). 

The theories of Freud and Carl Rogers will be explored to help the analysis 

and will bo clarified below. 
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B.1 Freud's Theory: 

Freud conceph1alized the mind, or the psyche, as consisting of three 

levels of consciousness : the conscious, the preconscious, and the 

unconscious. that's divided into three pm1s : the id, the ego, mid the superego. 

The Id. The id is the original reservoir of psychic energy and is present from 

birth. Agressive, sexual, and other impulses from the id always demmand 

imnwdiate gratification. Thus the id is said to operate on the pleasure 

principle. continually pressing for the immediate discharge of any bodily 

tension. One way the id reduces tension is to create m1 image of what it wants. 

TI1is image, which can not be distinguished from reality, is lmown as wish 

fi,lfillment, but wish-fulfilling mental themselves can not reduce tension. This 

foiltu·e oftl1e id to deal with the reality opl'US lhe way for the ego to come into 

bl~ing. 

The Ego. 111e ego comes into existence to deal with the objective, outside 

world, mid to satisfy the id's wishes mid instinctive demands. The ego obeys 

die reality principle, because it has to deaJ with the objective, real world, 

aims to suspend the pleasure principle until the demands is satisfied. The ego 

then is the executive of the personaJity. II conh·ols actions and chooses 

outcomes. 

The Superego. 111e superego is concemed with morality, witl1 what is right 

imd what is wrong. It consists of two distinct pfu·ts, the ego idea; m1d tho 

conscience. TI1e ego ideal'~ pri11u1ry intre!;I pe11ains to what is right and 

virtuous. 1t holds up au im~c of idl~al behaviow· mid perfection and says 
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«yes" to morally good things. Couscience, on the other hand, watches 

primarily over what is ba<l. It says "no" to wishes that ru·e morally wrong. It 

attempts to censor ce11ain impulses from the id and prnvent them from entering 

the consciousness ofthe ego. ( Hemy L. Roediger ill: 470) 

To be a person who lives in poverty eversince he was born, John has 

a nonnaJ desire to get rid of his slwn neighborhood and have a better life in 

the .futw·e. Unfortunately, his desire is not such an easy target to accomplish 

because of certain things of his background. l11erefore, John has a need to 

reduct.~ the tension of his deflered dremn tl1at he creates an image of foture life 

that ht' wants to have as lie wander~ around the city in the morning of his 

fourtlienth bir1hday. 'fl1e image, however, <.~mmot really satisfy John's demand 

of u pleruiw-nble result of his desire. l11erefore, it prompts him to be able to 

deal witl1 ·the reality of his being by using his moral and sensible 

consideration. 

B.2 Carl Rogers' Theory of Self 

Rogers defines se~f or self-concept as m1 orgm1ized pattems of 

perceived chru-acteristics, along with the values attached to these attributes. 

Peopk' can have positive selFconcepts, iu which they feel good about 

themf.elves, or negative self -com·l~pls, in whid1 they may actually dislike 

Uwms~Jvcs. ·me i-df-concepl corn~$ in two pru1s : tlw actual-self mid the 

i1;u.i-:.·e~( . ·me ilfoal-:;df i:: :;i111ib1r to Fr~'11d' s ego ideal. A positive self

concept ru·ises when close agreemeut exi:;ls b?tween the actual and the ideal 
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selves. A large discrepancy between the- two results in unhappy, dissatisfied 

individual ( Henry L. Roediger ill : 489 ) 

To be physically wiattractive and weak person who Jives in a slwn 

ndghborhood of blacks w·ise a nt~gative self.concept withiu John. TI1erefore, 

John builds an ideal-self that aJlows him to be a rich prominent mw1 inside 

and outside his community. However, the ideal-self seems to overcome a 

quite difficult impediment that forces John into a clilemnm when he has to 

makt~ a choice. 

C. Sociological Approach 

Using a social or sociological approach on a place of literary work rnew1s 

that the rumJysis will be made based on social viewpoint. It is possible to viewa 

certain system of society or changes happened in it through literature. 

John was brought up in 1930s American society when there iEm't much 

chance for his status as a black American that disturb him while he has to make a 

choice ( 111ere's been progress nowadays but does not entirely wipe prejudice and 

discrimination out). 

When we speak of an individual's ·"stntus" in casual conversation, the tem1 

usually conveys connotation of influence, wealth, w1d fium~. However, sociologist 

use status refer to any of the foll rnnge of socially defined positions within u large 

group or society - from the low1:'sl to the highest position. Within America society, a 

person can occupy the status of president of the U.S.A, fruit picker, son or 

dnughll~r, violinist, teenager, or neighbor. Some of them :u·e viewed as ascribed, 
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while others are categorized as achieved. An ascribed status is ' assigned ' to a 

person by society without regard for the individuaPs unique talents or 

characteristics. Genl)rally, tbis assigruuent takes place at birth; thus, an individual's 

racial background, gender, mid age or~ all cosidered ascribed status. In most cases, 

there's little that people- can do to chaugo an ascribed status. They must adapt to any 

conslraints that such statuses hold for them - although they can attempt to change the 

way that society views an ascribed status. An achieved status, on the other band,, is 

attained by m1 individual largely through his / her own effort. Lawyer, "pianist, 

advertising executive, w1d iaboratory teclmician are the examples of achieved 

statuses. One must do something to acquire an achieved status. There is a close 

relationshi1> between Uu"se two types of status; ascribod status influences achieved 

status. The black activist, Mulcolm X wrote in his outobiography ( 1964 ) that his 

position as a black man (= ascribed status ) was an obstacle to his dream of 

becoming u luwy~r (=-• ud1ie-ved stutus ). In the U.S .• nscrihed statuses of sex, race, 

and etbnicity often have an impo11ant impact on one's potential to achieve a desired 

professional and social status. ( Harold M. Hodges.Jr. : 112-113 ) 

And John, therefore, has to deal with the fact ifhe should realize his dreBDL 

Moreover, the community in which Jobn gew up cm1 be considered as a 

racial group ofminol'ity that set oppru1 from others by obvious physical difference. 

In the United Stutes, difforences in both skin color and hair color are generally quite 

obvious. Yet American:i team infonnnlly tbf.11 differences in skin color havo a 

dramatic sociaJ and political meaning, while differences in hair color are not nearly 

as socially significWll Such a group then builds their own nonns, values, and 
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expectaiions, and since they regularly and consciously interact they have a strong 

sense of group solidarity and belonging. Williwn Grahwn Swnmer, writing in 1906, 

noted that individuals make distinctions between members of their own group. 

TI1ere is a feeling of distinctiveness and su1>eriorily among members, who see 

themselvt1s as better tJuu1 people in thl~ out-group. When a group is the object of 

long tem1 prl:ljudicL~ aud discrimination, thr th~ling of " us versus them " can and 

orh~n dol'S bl~COllll~ L~xtremely intenSl' ( Harold M. HodgL~s)r. : 223 ). Being a 

llll'mber of ~uch a close-related cm111111111ity that consiclt~n: all whites are si1mers 

John thl'II has to rmd<1.' a very cHreful :md cfol'J> cousi(foralion while 111.~ wii.hes to 

mingh.~ into white society. 
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